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MasterMIND:  Personal Brand / “Brand of Me”  
This is an exercise to help develop one’s personal brand. This may be appropriate for your 
group if there is an interest in marketing as an entrepreneur or developing brand recognition. 
One MasterMIND member reported having used this exercise with her sales team to assist 
them in preparing for interviews and networking events.  Previous Verity MasterMIND groups 
have also participated in this exercise and found it to be extremely helpful.  The results of the 
exercise can be incorporated into marketing materials or used to develop one’s brief 
professional value proposition.  In order to make the meeting and discussion productive, it may 
be advisable to have the members complete some pre-work prior to the meeting.  Enjoy!  
 
The goal of the activity is to force each member to think about who or what they are and how 
they want to speak about themselves.   This is often not an easy task!  This process below is a 
simple guide on how to begin developing your personal brand. 
 

Step 1:  Create a Twitter Friendly Headline 
The headline is the one single overarching message that you want others to know about you. 
Ask yourself, “What is the single most important thing I want my listener to know about me.” 
Draw a circle at the top of the message and insert the headline. Make sure your headline fits in 
a Twitter post – no more than 140 characters.   

NB:  It is not critical to stay within the 140 characters required by a tweet. This is just a 
guideline used to help participants be cognizant of the importance of brevity in their message.  

Step 2:  Three Key Benefits 
Support the headline with three key benefits. Specifically outline the three or, at most, four 
benefits of "you". Draw three arrows from the headline to each of the key supporting 
messages. 
 
Step 3:  Reinforcement 
Reinforce the three benefits with stories, statistics, and examples. Add bullet points to each of 
the three supporting messages. You don’t have to write out the entire story. Instead write a 
few words that will prompt you to deliver the story. Remember, the entire message map should 
fit on one page. 
 
Here is a video from Carmine Gallo, a communications coach and Forbes contributor. The video 
features “Lush” – a soap & cosmetic company. He uses Lush to illustrate how to “Pitch anything 
in 15 seconds”:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phyU2BThK4Q  
 
For the best results, you may wish to have your group watch the video prior to the meeting.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phyU2BThK4Q
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